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NiTED^STATES

EOMMAKEHS' CHAT Tuesday, March 28, 1939

(FOR BROADCAST USB ONLY)

Subject: "QUESTIONS A1ID A1ISW3RS." Information from the Bureau of Homo Economics

nd the Office of Information, U. S. Department of Agriculture.
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Qr.estions in the mailbag this week give a pretty good cross-section of any

housekeeper' s mind in springtime. Questions this week are about washing curtains

and pillows, about putting away winter clothes safe from moths, and about gardens.

Let' s begin with curtains. A young housekeeper wants to know whether she

can launder net curtains successfully at home without a curtain stretcher.

Answer: Yes, if you measure the curtains before you wash them, and then
spread a sheet on the floor, mark off the right size, and pin the curtains
to it, stretching them as necessary. Another method often used successfully is

to let the curtains hang on their own rods to dry, providing, of course, that
the rods arc not of a metal that will rust or stain the fabric. Stretch the
curtains straight on the rods and then slip a flat rod through the lower hem
as a weight to hold them down and hold the hem even while the curtains dry.
When curtains are dried this way, of course, they need no ironing.

As to the method of washing, first soak the curtains for an hour or two.
This loosens the dirt, saves time, and cuts down wear* Then make a good suds
of soap solution, or .jelly, or flakes having the water hot as the hand will bear.
When. the water becomes dirty, drain it off, and replace with clean, hot suds.
You can wash either by hand or in the machine. If you wash by hand, remember
to be gentle. Squeeze out the dirt. Never rub . Many curtains that appear
strong have been \tfeakened by light and easily go to pieces during washing. If
you use a machine, put the curtains in net or muslin bags to wash them. Rinse
in hot, clear, soft water as many times as necessary to remove all soap. Squeeze
but don' t wring or twist them when you take them from the rinsing water.

If you want the curtains to be stiff, you can use starch, or, better
still, gelatin or gum arabic.

If your curtains are white, use a little bluing in the water. If they
are cream or ecru or brown and need a little retinting, you can use a strong
solution of tea or coffee or a weak solution of brown cotton dye in the last
rinsing water. Add strong tea or coffee — or both together — to the hot water.
Test the color on a piece of muslin to be sure you have the right shade before
you put the curtains in.

So much for curtains. Now about pillows.

You can wash pillows without removing the covers, but usually you have
better results by going to a little extra trouble and transferring the feathers
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to a nuslin "bar: two or throe timos as large as the pillow for washing. To

transfer the feathers, first rip the pillov/ open at one end. Ho:/ sew the edges

of the nillow ticking to the edge of the large muslin hag. Shake the feathers

out of the pillov/ and into the hag. Rip the tv/o bags apart, scv/ up the feathers

in the nuslin hag, and put the hag in a tub of thick warm suds containing a

little washing soda. Shake and squeeze in the suds. Use a second suds if the

feathers are very dirty. Then rinse several times in lukewarm water. Press

and squeeze out as much water as possible, and lay the bag of feathers on a

clean sheet in a warm place, preferably the sun. Beat and turn the bag from

time to time during the drying. Wash the ticking pillovj cover separately. After
you have washed and ironed it smooth, trice a sponge and apply a stiff starch

mixture to the inside. This closes the pores of the material and keeps the

feathers from 'forking through. Refill the pillow ticking with the clean feathers
in the sane way that you emptied them.

Question No. 3: "Where can a housewife get the latest information on

fighting clothes moths?"

Answer: In a Departmont-of-Agriculture leaflet called "Clothes Moths."
That 1 s an easy name to remember — just "Clothes Moths." The number of this
leaflet is 145. You can got a copy by writing direct to the Department of
Agriculture, Washington, D. C, and asking for "Clothes Moths," Leaflet 145.
This publication is free as long as the supply lasts.

Here 1 s a request from a gardener. She writes: "Please tell me where to

get information on growing annuals — annual flowers for my garden."

Answer: Write to the Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C,
for a copy of Farmers' Bulletin 1171, "Growing Annual 3?lowering Plants."

Last question: "How can I do away with poison ivy plants along my fence
before my youngsters have their usual summer attacks of poisoning?"

Answer: There' s a free bulletin on poison ivy. Write to the Department
of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. , for "Poison Ivy and Sumac," Farmers' Bulle-
tin ilo. 1166.

All these three publications are free from the Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D. C., as long as the supply lasts.

That' s all the questions this week. More next Tuesday.




